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 Midnight was drawing closer. My eyes were weary and my legs ached from 

standing too long, but the excitement cursed me from closing me eyes or being able to sit. 

The blistering cold of the December night battled to numb me, but I had my blanket 

tightly wrapped around my body. I sipped hot chocolate from my giant mug to keep my 

insides warm. It was as if I was waiting on the tops of the Misty Mountains for the eagles 

to come and rescue me—or in this case for the theatre’s doors to open.  

 Surrounding me were people who had been transformed into creatures of Middle 

Earth by homemade or Ebay bought costumes. There were elves, orcs, a fourteen-year-

old Gandalf, and a six-foot hobbit with a plump belly. There were also Gollums both big 

and small rubbing cell phones, mugs, and anything else they could find while cackling 

“My Precious.” There were Ring Wraiths with black, trash bag cloaks, and an old man. 

He seemed strange, foreign, as if he belonged in a different time, in a different country. 

Smokes rings hovered into the air from a brown pipe he held to the center of his mouth. 

His forehead was bare of his white and gray hair because of his receding hairline, and a 

brown coat shielded him from the cold. He kept quiet and looked as if he was deep in 

thought.  

 The sudden murmur of the midnight crowd kept me from learning his identity. 

The clock had struck twelve, but the magic wasn’t disappearing, it was only beginning. 

The crowd was moving indoors after grabbing a ticket from the booth—slowly, but 

moving. Time seemed even slower now as I eagerly waited for my ticket into the ancient 

world. I was shivering, not from the cold, but from the adrenaline rushing through my 
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body. My eyes were reawakened, with no sign of the thirst of sleep that had clouded them 

before. Thirty minutes k-r-r-r-e-p-t by as I waited . . . and waited . . . and waited. Finally, 

it was my turn! I laid my cash on the counter, grabbed a ticket, rushed into the bathroom, 

and then hustled into one of the three rooms that had a sign with red, digital letters  

   . There was no time to waist for popcorn, candy, or pop if I 

was to get a good seat. I searched high and low in the dim lit room for the perfect seat; I 

found what I saught in one of the middle rows. I sat, and once again began to wait.  

 The room was rapidly filling. Empty seats were becoming endangered species as 

the predators tackled their prey. I couldn’t wait until all of them were filled for the movie 

could begin. The ones next to me were soon taken. To my left, a teenage boy with a hand 

on his date’s shoulder and to my right  . . . the old man. The strange, old man. He 

removed his brown coat and draped it on his seat. Under the coat was a green vest with 

yellow buttons, a striped tie, and a brown suit coat. He looked sort of like a hobbit . . . 

 The lights vanished as the screen became alive. The previews of the upcoming 

movies zoomed by and the journey of Middle Earth began. I became part of the land as I 

followed the ring from Saron’s finger, to the bottom of the lake, to Gollum’s cave. It was 

a magical moment when I saw the Grey Wizard knock on the round, green door of 

Baggend. I watched with fear as the hobbits escaped the Shire with the Nazgul close 

behind. Rivendell was beautiful, the elven city of Lord Elrond and his daughter Lady 

Arwen. I became part of the council and decided the fate of the ring. I became part of the 

Fellowship and swore my allegiance to protect Frodo. I became a soldier and stained my 

blade with the black blood of many goblins in the Mines of Moria. And I became a 

mourner, as I watched Gandalf fall into the Balrog’s crevice. Galadriel gave me some 

comfort, but my wounds were deep from what I felt from the wizard’s death. The 

Fellowship began to break as Bomir died by three arrows, as Mary and Pippin were 
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captured, and as Frodo and Sam left the others, but the Fellowship was strong and would 

endure much more. Sadly, that time was not yet upon me, for the adventure of The Two 

Towers had not yet begun. 

 The credits rolled and the lights shined brightly. I couldn’t believe that my 

adventure was over. I was no longer a warrior and explorer in Middle Earth, but a simple 

man in this one. The crowd began to leave, but the old man and I stayed seated. I think he 

had liked the movie. He laughed from the mischief of Marry and Pippin and shed a few 

tears when Gandalf and Bomir were lost, although I heard him gripe when there was no 

Tom Bombadili. He was a strange man, hobbitlike…no; he was the Father of the 

Hobbits! The man, that strange, old man was none other than J. R. R. Tolkien! Don’t ask 

me how I knew this or how he was back from the grave, but I knew. Somehow I knew it 

was him.  

 I looked over my shoulder again to see him, but I saw an empty seat instead. 

Tolkien was gone. I did not hear him get up. It was as if he just…vanished. Maybe he 

never left that world when the movie ended, or maybe he just wanted one last adventure 

before he could finally rest in peace. One last glimpse of a hole in the ground. *Not a 

nasty, dirty wet, hole filled with worms and an ozzy smell, nor yet a dry, bare, sandy hole 

with nothing in it to sit down or eat: a hobbit-hole.  

 Tolkein was there and back again, just like his old friend Bilbo Baggins 

                                                 
* The Hobbit pg. 1 


